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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
EUROPE - 14th February 2020

R9 - CHANTILLY AW | 18:55 | EUR €15,000 |  PRIX DU CARREFOUR DES DEBARDEURS

11 SHAMS BRAZILERO
Returns here after nishing win over 1300m at Deauville All Weather before a two months break.
Credentials when resuming are strong and looks well placed here fresh.

44 NINE OU FOUR
Scored after a long drought last time at Deauville All Weather by 3 lengths over 1300m. Will be
hitting the line hard.

1010 LIGHTOLLER
Placed third last time out over 1300m at Deauville All Weather and should be ready to show best
now at third run in. Thereabouts and looks a definite winning hope.

66 SECRET LADY
Struggling for form this campaign, the latest when 6 lengths sixth over 1300m at Deauville All
Weather. Ratings suggest she has claims here.

33 LEFORTOVO
Doesn't win often and last win was four years ago. Latest when a 2.25 lengths ninth over 1300m
at Deauville All Weather. Rates higher in this field and can break through here.

R10 - CHANTILLY AW | 19:25 | EUR €18,000 |  PRIX DE LA ROUTE DE LA VALLEE

66 MUNAWER
Six-year-old gelding who drops in journey since last start at Cagnes-Sur-Mer All Weather when
seventh, finishing 2.5 lengths off the winner. Looks a strong contender.

11 MAINSAIL ATLANTIC
Poor winning strike rate overall with just one win from 17 starts, latest was seventh over 1900m
at this track. Rates highly on best form and expected to measure up.

88 REBEL LIGHTNING
Hasn't been racing well but might nd a better run with a senior jockey and a 6.5kg weight drop
from his 11th place run at this track last time. Recent form doesn't read well, but has ratings to
win based on best form.

1111 FALMOUTH LIGHT
Resumed over 1500m and missed the placings when a 4 length fourth at Deauville All Weather.
Rates highly and expected to improve sharply. Fitter for the run and expected to be in the nish
this time.

99 DIGITALIS
Powered home to win with style by 2.25 lengths at Dortmund last start, rises in class this start.
Looks well suited among this field.

R11 - CHANTILLY AW | 19:55 | EUR €19,000 |  PRIX DE LA ROUTE BOURBON

66 PRAXIAS
Honest type who was second here last time at Maisons-La tte at $5.50 chance at third run from
a spell. Fitter again and rates highly here.

55 GRACE BERE
Lightly raced lly progressing well. Last start posted a 1.25 lengths win over 1500m at Deauville
All Weather. Rates highly in this and expected to be in the finish.

44 OSTIA
Resumes after a four months break when nishing third over 1600m at Lyon-Parilly. Rates highly
and among the better hopes.

33 KILOECHO
Good effort when fourth at Deauville All Weather over 1500m last start at long odds. Should be a
strong chance here on that form. Must be respected.

22 GLENORCHY
Looks overdue for another win on recent form including a last start fourth over 1500m at
Deauville All Weather. Rates well and is worth including in the multiples.

R12 - CHANTILLY AW | 20:25 | EUR €18,000 |  PRIX DE LA FONTAINE SAINT-GERVAIS

22 ALE TANGO
Almost found the win last start running a close a head second at this track over 1900m.
Improver. A win is on the cards.

88 MISTER MARIO
Remains a maiden after seventeen career runs but last time ran a better race, nishing fth over
1900m at this track. Best efforts give him a chance here and looks well placed here.

66 SHOWMETHEGIN
Finished mid eld over 1600m at this track last time, 3.75 lengths from the winner. Nicely drawn
here and tackles a longer journey. Rates well and is worth including among the chances.

11 ULTIMATUM
Nicely rated gelding who ran a close second last start at Pornichet when beaten 0.25 lengths
after starting at $17.00. Can go close here.

1111 NEW DREAM
Well held last start at this track and never looked like troubling the top few. Can forget last start
getting a chance here today.
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R13 - CHANTILLY AW | 21:07 | EUR €17,000 |  PRIX DE VILLAINES-SOUS-BOIS

44 VALLEY KID
Almost found the win last start running a close 0.75 lengths second at this track over 2700m.
Looks a good chance on that form.

99 HEAVEN'S DOOR
Scored after a long drought last time at this track by 0.75 lengths over 2700m. Last start winner
who rates highly again here.

1111 LONGROY
Thirty four start maiden who wasn't far away last time at second over 2400m at Pornichet on
February 4. Close to a win and looks hard to beat here.

33 MAGESQ DRALLIV
Scored after a long drought last time at Pont De Vivaux by 2.5 lengths over 2600m. Rates highly
and expected to go close again.

1010 SLAMANSKY
Twenty two start maiden struggling to nd that win, last start was fourth beaten by 4 lengths at
this track. Rates highly on best form though and expected to run well.

R14 - CHANTILLY AW | 21:42 | EUR €21,000 |  PRIX DE CHAUVRY

44 ZEMINDARI
Strong effort last start to win by 1.25 lengths at this track, rising in class today. Rates well despite
tougher race.

22 TIME SHANAKILL
Well rated gelding. Scored a close win last start at Deauville All Weather winning by a nose
starting at $3.50. Right in this.

55 HALLALULU
Was a winner two back at Deauville All Weather before placing last time and is yet to miss the
frame in two starts this time in. In strong recent form and looks a top contender.

11 YES HE CAN
He has had mixed results winning two of his last four starts. His most recent win was by 1.5
lengths at Le Croise-Laroche over 2500m. Will be winding up strongly.

33 PLANTEUR DAVIER
Maiden entire who ran an improved race at second career start when fourth over 1900m at this
track. Further improved and is worth including in calculations.

R15 - CHANTILLY AW | 22:17 | EUR €20,000 |  PRIX DE LA FONTAINE D'ORRY

1111 WELTRUHM
Performing well since debut placing three races from four starts and could nally break through
here.

22 IL DECAMERONE
Improved nicely to score last time in easier company with a one length win at this track. Should
be at top now and is expected to feature in the finish again.

1616 DIRTY DOZEN
Improved twice over to place third at this track last time out over 1900m. Looks well placed and
rates highly off that run. Top chance.

1212 LIGHT OF CRISTO
Powered home to win with style by 5 lengths at Pornichet last start, rises in class this start. Rates
well among the competition.

1313 HEYWA
Out of the placings in two runs since breaking through for her maiden success, the latest when
fourth at this track. Rates well here and expected to run well.


